Welcome to Pivot

Welcome to the Pivot Support page. On this page you will find the most up-to-date information and resources for Pivot, broken down into easy to navigate sections.

What is Pivot?

For years, ProQuest has been recognized around the world for its coverage and inclusion of funding from a wide variety of sources as well as its access to the world’s research community.

Now, Pivot provides Research Administrators, Research Development Professionals, and individual faculty members the edge – by bringing together the right research opportunities, funding, and people – quickly and easily. It provides global and local connections that strengthen research by exploring new avenues for funding and collaboration – for faculty, staff researchers, and graduate students.

Built from the ground up, Pivot combines the best of what our customers loved in our world-renowned COS Funding Opportunities and COS Scholar Universe with intelligent mapping features that expedite funding discovery, dissemination, and collaboration. With Pivot, connecting the right opportunities with the right people is routine.

Pivot is a power tool that:

- Provides access to the most comprehensive global source of funding opportunities—totaling billions of dollars and growing
- Identifies researcher expertise from within or outside of your organization from millions of profiles from leading research organizations worldwide
- Fosters collaboration by cultivating essential partnerships and alliances
- Enhances communication, monitoring, and tracking individual faculty, teams, or researchers and the Research Development office
- Allows the focus to be on winning the necessary awards and grants
- Builds strong network connections for future opportunities

Pivot Login Page

- Community Knowledge
  
  Learn from other customers’ experience, access customer contributed articles and share your own expertise

Ex Libris, a ProQuest Company
Product Documentation

Access the latest documentation for Ex Libris products

- Pivot Overview
- Getting Started with Pivot
- Searching for Funding Opportunities
- Viewing and Managing Funding Opportunities
- Recommending and Sharing Funding Opportunities
- Pivot Profiles
- Papers Invited
- The Admin Menu
- Appendix: Pivot Accessibility Statement
- Appendix: Pivot Gallery
- Appendix: Third Party Integrations

• Knowledge Articles

Answers as provided by our product analysts, to commonly raised questions.

- Can a closed SalesForce case be re-opened?
- Customer ability to close Salesforce Cases
- How can I contact ExLibris for assistance with a Pivot issue?
- How to contact Ex Libris for assistance or to discuss technical matters?
- Introduction to the Knowledge Center
- Knowledge Center Questions and Answers
- New to working with Support and not sure where to begin
- Pivot: Idea Exchange
- Pivot FAQs : Admin FAQs Funding
- Pivot FAQs : Pivot User Funding FAQs
- Pivot FAQs : Pivot User Profile FAQs
- RefWorks/Pivot Support and Knowledge Services Integration FAQ
- Shibboleth/OpenAthens and Pivot
- Subscribe for CKC page updates, using RSS feeds
- Tips for Advanced Document Searching in the Customer Knowledge Center
- What is Case Status, and What Does It Mean?
- What is Ex Libris Escalation Policy?
- Why isn't Opp ID 183376 showing in my search results

• Product Materials

Learn new skills and get certified with our tutorials, recorded training and other materials
Pivot Gallery
- Pivot Partnerships
- RCA Reports
- Resources/Support

- Release Notes
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  - Pivot Release Information
  - Quarterly Webinars

- Training
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  Learn new skills and get certified with our tutorials, recorded training and other materials
  - Webinars